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The relation of Jews and Jesus is one of love and hate. First love, though. It's that
kind of disappointment you have from your first lover for not being a million times
more amazing. You liked them really much though and always honor them. But
they're with someone else now because they kind of sucked anyway. That's the
relation of Jews with Jesus.

First of all you can see, the admitted fault of the Jesus, in his fictitiousness, was
nothing else, but that he failed to enslave the whole planet under the rule of the
jews. This is the prophecy "Rabbi  Yeshua" or "Yeshu" failed to fulfil.  HE simply
didn't destroy all the Goyim of the world, enslaved all the nations, and gave the
jews all the complete power they wanted. 

For this reason, the jews were angry at him. They wanted him to take over the
world, and they don't believe any such person would exist, for if they did, he would
have gave them the world to rule with a rod of iron.

In internal Kabbalistic Tradition, the jews believe that this "Soul" of Rabbi Yeshua,
will actually reincarnate and become the full and actualized "Messiah" of the jews,
one day. The old version of Jesus is hated and rebuked as the lower aspect of this
entity, the old skin of the same jewish ugly, retarded jew.

Jews don't have low standards for their leaders. So they excreted this jesus out of
their culture into the culture of their stupid Goyim. Eventually enslaving them into a
mass of idiots. Jesus the rabbinical hoax, has served the rabbis well, nonetheless.
It's well known the Israelis start many campaigns for Jesus over the years, and
promote this incessantly over the centuries.

It's just they don't want the same excrement for their OWN people. They are the
people of the "Wisdom" and the people of the "Book". They aren't Goyim retards.
Therefore  Jesus  was  appropriately  excreted  in  the  culture  of  their  slaves  and
disavowed in the beliefs of the masters, the jews. Christianity served them better
than anything ever could. 

Arguably it did them even more good than Judaism itself, for Christianity was the
very thing that kept them alive throughout the centuries.  Rabbi  Yeshu carried a
good operation on that one…

It has enslaved nations, rebuked the local and racial Gods, destroyed all spirituality,
and got the "Goyim" to do acts that the jews would never have achieved.

In that the Jesus is someone they love. Without this hoax, they would never make it
there. To explain you the matter, the jews hardly ever mention the name of Satan or
Lilith or the Ancient Gods. They avoid it, especially the wise ones. 
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They wouldn't be the ones to go and kill the Pagans and burn their temples; for they
would be killed on the spot. Therefore, they used the mental parasite of Jesus to
get the people to do this unto themselves- and ultimately pay the price of such
despicable acts.

Lastly,  it's  the  Gentiles  and  their  own  souls  and  races  that  would  pay  the
punishment for going against their own Gods, directly or indirectly. The fact that
they neglected this fact doesn't take away the reality of their atrocities and acts
against the Gods. 

The enemy jews are very careful to not even say or pronounce the name of Satan
(Especially the higher up Kabbalists), for they know this attracts attention and it can
destroy them, or tie them into hostile energies that can ruin them. Unlike the wise
ones, the Goyim, who are a sack of sand the jews drop anywhere they want, they
openly blaspheme their own Gods, inviting disaster upon themselves.

All the evil statements about Satan and the Pagan Gods are from jews. The Pagan
Gods after all, are all about protecting Gentiles. Beings like the jews is what they
protect them from. All negative things mentioned about these Gods are from jews,
because well, they fought with the jews and still do so that they will not dominate us
like cattle slaves.

Unlike the Goyim, the jews have not the slightest question about the existence of
Satan, who Satan is for Humanity, and who the rest of the Gods are to us all. They
know the truth entirely, same as what they have done, and what they have caused
to this world. They have a purposeful agenda of misinforming the planet about it
and turning everyone against everyone.

I've studied enough by now, to know the jews better than many Rabbis know the
jews themselves. Not only they do not hate jesus, but they realize the importance of
keeping themselves as "Christ Killers". This is highly demoralizing to the Christian
Goyim, who have a jewish rabbi as their God, and always make amends, excuses
and cuck for the jews for it. See the meme? The jews killed your God, they rule your
culture etc.

Christian  resistance  against  the  jews  can  never  exist.  They  control  people
completely  by  the  Kabbalah.  One  evil  goy  who  pretends  to  be  "Christos
Strongman", gets one curse, and they die like the stupid filth they are in around a
week. Nothing could achieve such lowness, but Rabbi Jesus and belief in "This
thing".

There are also millions of jews who are avid lovers of jesus. Their offspring, you will
find  bible  trumping,  in  churches,  and  in  everything  christian,  such  as  christian
political unions, writers and so forth. The amount of jews in all this forceful pushing
of jesus, is paramount, especially at these times where people wake up to them. 

Israel gets billions a year from Christian tourists who go to the "Promised" land,



Christian  Cucks  pay  them  reparations  for  never  gassing  them,  Christian  USA
Goyim fight their wars for centuries, retarded Christians consume their worthless
products, shill for their agenda, play their politicians, have no awareness over their
racial existence, and they have always mobilized the retarded Christian Slave Mass
against the rulers, from Roman Empire to nowadays with mass recruitment of Black
people in xian mega-churches in Africa and so forth. 

It's the Christians that raised their own hands to kill their kinsfolk in the name of
jewish  'gods',  it’s  them  pushing  their  bible  in  the  whole  planet,  it's  the  same
Christians who attacked their own Gods through their psychic energy: all this was
accomplished by the hoax of Rabbi Yeshua.

Christian is also a code word for : Goy of White descent. Therefore they use hate
against "Christians" in their writings, because this is a code word- if they did not,
their whole false opposition game would have by now collapsed, leaving the jews
naked  and  defenceless  in  the  public  eyes,  and  they  would  be  slaughtered.  

Jesus is the shield of the jew: he ensures that the gentiles will never revolt, but only
cry to a rabbi and pray to the racial comrade of the jew. The jew they pray to isn't
going to nail  a finger on the jews. They are of the same race, this thoughtform
belongs to them, and lastly, this is a well known hoax ripped from spiritual Pagan
concepts.
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